In a laundry cart in the lobby. You're busy or to be told "there's not too much we can do." "Today was an exception." The Quad was sick on Friday and did not tell anyone until that afternoon. Strategy will be announced tomorrow in the editorial section.

Most alumni seemed to have graduated during the lifetime of a newspaper. Their former student was not told at the time how to vote. "It's almost the same," he said. "Then they flashed out 30 percent of the voters who were not registered."

"In my time we got our tickets by having a seat and reading the newspaper. Today you're hardly long enough to finish a campaign.

"I don't think Penn students have changed any after graduation," observed a former student. "If there was a T-shirt for the '60s, there would be one for the '90s now."

Despite all, whether young or old, socializing or alone, alumni have remained a fondness for years spent at the University. "I come for the nostalgia," he said. "There are still a lot of people who are willing to do anything." Alumni were still putting up their alumni reception. "I just hope to make my 50th year reunion," he added.

"I have campaigned in white areas," Blackwell said. "I have campaigned in black neighborhoods." "I've gone into schools," Blackwell said. "I've been into the (result of visualizing problems in the mathematics department, and the incomplete circle is the pseudo-sinister "Addams Club atmosphere.

While campaigning among shoppers at the Roosevelt Mall in the Northeast area, Blackwell said, "We plan a full day of campaigning Saturday, and week, making their final rallies before election day.

Although Blackwell campaigned in predominantly black neighborhoods, he said that his victory, which he forecast with a sign that read "You create a ghetto not only physical but also mental," was not automatic, and that they still need to remind his supporters that his victory is not automatic, and that they still need to remind their supporters of the hard work required to win.
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THE DAILY PENNSYLVANIAN, Monday, November 5, 1971

I. IRANIAN: Give Us the Shah

The Shah of Iran was due to return to Teheran tomorrow afternoon, reports suggest.

II. PATIENTS - If you have Mono, or have been exposed to it, you should contact your doctor immediately.

III. UNDERGRADUATE ADMISSIONS PHOTOGRAPHY CONTEST

The Office of Undergraduate Admissions and the Alumni Council on Admissions announce a slide photographic competition for all currently enrolled undergraduates, or undergraduate alumni of the University of Pennsylvania who are currently enrolled in a full-time degree program in a Penn college.

The theme of the competition is "The Pennsylvania Undergraduate Experience." Entries should reflect some aspect of undergraduate life at Penn - academic, residential, intramural, extra-curricular, athletic, social, etc. - on or off the Penn campus.

Three winning photographers will be selected from the entrants; they will be asked to photograph the Pennsylvania Undergraduate Experience for the remainder of the 1970-1980 academic year, with film and processing provided for each of them. Each of the three winners will then be awarded a lens of their choosing, of any value up to $100.00.

OFFICIAL RULES OF THE COMPETITION:

1. All entrants must be currently enrolled students at the University of Pennsylvania, either full-time undergraduates, or full-time graduate students who are alumni of Pennsylvania;

2. Entries may be up to 10 color slides, 2 x 2 inch cardboard mounts. Each slide must be marked with the entrant's name, and numbered 1 of 10, 2 of 10, etc.;

3. All slides become property of the Undergraduate Admissions Office and will not be returned to the entrant.

4. Slide prints may be made by a good member of the Penn community and members of the art community. All decisions of the judges are final.

5. Three final will be chosen from the entries submitted. The three winning slides will be exhibited in a slide show (50 rolls of color slide film and processing, with which they will photograph Pennsylvania at the slide show for the remainder of the 1970-1980 academic year). The slides will be judged on June 1, 1970. Each of the three winners will then be given a lens of their choosing, of any value up to $100.00.

6. The competition closes November 30, 1970. No entries will be accepted after that date. All entries should be directed to: Miss Rosanne Murry, Alumni Council on Admissions, 518 Walnut Street, 2nd floor of Elks Hall.

OFFICIAL ENTRY FORM

Name ___________________________
Address _________________________
School __________________________
Year ___________________________

Sponsored by the Office of Undergraduate Admissions, the Alumni Council on Admissions, and Participating Alumni.

Send entries to: Miss Rosanne Murry, Alumni Council on Admissions, 518 West 3rd Street, Elks Hall.
By DAVID S. COHEN

Tuesday morning.

The pollster, Green, has a good reputation for being accurate. After waiting for his name to come up, Green greeted the people who were waiting in line. As they approached, Green looked up and smiled. "How are you?" he asked. The people smiled back, and some even shook hands with him. "I'm doing well," Green said. "Thank you." He continued his poll, asking the people their opinions on various topics. After he finished, Green thanked the people and walked back into his office. "It was a pleasure," he said to himself. "I love my job."
The Athletics Policy Marathon

By Dick Stevenson

Last year the University hired Vartan Gregorian as the athletic director to implement a policy of "weaving our way through" the various administrative, legal, and financial problems that the athletic department faces. This year, the University administration is preparing to give Gregorian the green light to begin work on implementing this policy.

FAIR GAME

This summer, as usual, all is hush. In the words of a statement from the athletic department, the University has "no comment." Thus, for the time being, those interested in what Gregorian is up to will have to examine the evidence and make their own conclusions.

Letters to the Editor

A Dismaying Disguise of the Klu Klux Klan

The basic problems haven't changed. The real debate isn't about whether or not to strive for the Ivy League, but about whether or not to strive for a stronger athletic department. Harris' boss, and the man who does have the power to make policy, is Vartan Gregorian. Harris has bailed out of the race for the athletic director, but Gregorian remains. Gregorian has complete control over the athletic department, and he has been named as a possible replacement for Harris.

Gregorian has been a consistent opponent of the athletic department. He has made a point of keeping his options open. Whether he is going to continue to support the athletic department or whether he is going to make due with what is given to him, remains to be seen.

We, the black community at Penn, oppose the policies of Gregorian. Our position is simple: We are against the continuation of the athletic program in any form that is detrimental to our existing as one integrated community. We also urge that all members of the University community refrain from participating in any activity that is detrimental to our existing as one integrated community.

The Athletics Policy Marathon

By John Reiss

When consumers think of suing a business, the first thing that usually comes to mind is a law suit. But what exactly does it mean to sue a business? And how does one go about it?
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You’ve Seen Us On Stage! You’ll See Us On TV!!!
Friday December 14, 11:30 PM on CBS
(Maybe they’ll be watching in China)

Now See Yourself Touring With Mask & Wig!!!
Auditions for Mask & Wig’s 92nd Annual Production “DAZE A VU”
Monday November 5, 6:00 PM
Houston Hall West Lounge

NEEDED: Actors, Singers, Dancers, Writers, Business-Types, Tech People, Eskimos

Spend A Semester Or A Year Studying In Israel
Information Session on Study Programs in Israel will be held
on Tuesday, November 6 11 A.M.-12 Noon
East Lounge, 4th Floor, Williams Hall
Freshmen, Sophomores and Juniors are Encouraged to Plan Early
All Related Majors Encouraged to Attend

Tuesday Special

A New Superior Seafood Restaurant
ALASKAN CRAB LEGS
All you can eat $9.95
includes Clam Chowder, Salad & PIER 39 trimmings

Major credit cards accepted.
39th & Chestnut St. (University City)
Phila., Pa. 387-7400
POSITIONS AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY

WE NEED NEWSPAPER DELIVERS!

Get your work done early and have the rest of the day to yourself. High hourly wages for Work-Study and Non-Work-Study students.

Call Penn Student Agencies at 243-8815

Phila. Bank Financed S. African Arms Sale

By The Associated Press

BURLINGTON, Vt. — The First Pennsylvania Bank financed the South African Arms Sale, according to the Free Press.

The newspaper said that a Space Research Corporation executive was quoted as saying that the bank was financing the sale of 12 long-range howitzer shells to South Africa.

The Free Press also reported that the bank was lending money to the South African government.

The newspaper said that the bank had not yet commented on its involvement in the arms sale.

LSAT and GMAT

Amity Review Seminars

10 student average class size

Call Penn Student Agencies at 243-8815

BLOOD DRIVE

Featuring: a GIANT

6’ hoagie for all donors!

Meeting TONITE for all interested donors.

6:30 pm Franklin Room, H.H.

Sponsored by A.E.D.
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Second Half Explosion Flattens Gridders

BY CRAIG STANLEY

The Quakers had to rally from 3-0 down in the third quarter to beat Delaware, 38-10, in the Ivy League opener Saturday afternoon at Franklin Field. Delaware, which had beaten Princeton in the season opener, was led by a valiant effort from quarterback BrianSpratt. Despite the loss, the Quakers remained alive in the race for the Ivy League championship.

Delegates on the field for the kickoff. The Quakers dominated the first half, but started to fade in the second. Delaware eventually capitalized on the Quakers' mistakes to take the lead and win.

The Quakers were victorious in their Ivy League opener against Delaware, 38-10. Delaware was led by quarterback Brian Spratt, who had a strong performance, but the Quakers were able to keep him in check in the second half.

The Quakers' defense held strong in the first half, allowing only 10 points. However, in the second half, Delaware scored 28 points to take the lead and eventually win. The Quakers were able to score only 10 points in the second half.

Harriers Fourth in Disappointing Heptes

By SEKHAR RAMSWAMY

The Princeton women's cross country team finished fourth in the Ivy League championships at Lehigh's Saucon Valley Fields. The team had high hopes going into the meet, but faced strong competition from other Ivy League teams.
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The team had high hopes going into the meet, but faced strong competition from other Ivy League teams. Despite this, the Princeton women's cross country team finished fourth overall.
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